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Forkheads, PI3K & mTOR In Neuroblastoma

Fundamental Insights
From this work it is clear that forkhead box family transcription factors have both
oncogenic and tumor suppressive capabilities in neuroblastoma.   The subset of
11q23 deletions resulting in FOXR1 re-expression described in Chapter 2 is the first
genetic proof that forkheads have a fundamental role to play in neuroblastoma
pathogenesis.  Although rare genetic events, we found the FOXR1 gene to be a
potent transformative agent in the neuroblastic lineage.  Supporting this finding,
we have recently found two high-stage neuroblastomas exhibiting normal diploid
CGH profiles and no other somatic mutations by whole-genome sequencing; with
the only genetic aberration being 11q23 deletions resulting in FOXR1 fusion genes
(unpublished).  This argues that FOXR1 overexpression may indeed be sufficient
for neuroblastoma tumor initiation.  In Chapter 2 we also found that FOXR1 may
be acting at least in-part through suppression of FOXO transcriptional activity
and/or target genes.  This led us to explore the status of FOXOs in neuroblastoma
in more detail.

From our work in Chapters 3 & 4 it is evident that Akt and mTORC1 inhibit
apoptosis in neuroblastoma in what seems to be a mechanistically-redundant
fashion.  This arose from our finding that the loss of mTORC1 or Akt activity alone
seemed to be insufficient to activate a robust apoptotic response.  In Chapter 3
we found FOXO3A to be a major effector of apoptosis downstream of dual
PI3K/mTOR inhibition in SKNBE(2c) and SY5Y cells and a correlate of apoptosis
driven by the Akt inhibitor MK-2206 across a panel of neuroblastoma cell lines.
However, in Chapter 4 we described the insufficiency of Akt inhibition to induce
robust apoptosis in SKNBE(2c) cells.  This inconsistency in the regulation of
FOXO3A activity raised the possibility that FOXO3A is redundantly inhibited by
both Akt and mTORC1.

In order to re-evaluate the relationship of FOXO3A activation to specific Akt and
mTORC1 inhibition we performed FireFOX luciferase reporter assays inhibiting
either component alone or together in SKNBE(2c) cells.  We achieved Akt inhibition
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with the Akt inhibitor MK-2206 and mTORC1 inhibition by IPTG-inducible
knockdown of Raptor.  This experiment and its replicates revealed that the
FOXO3A transcriptional activity achieved by Akt inhibition is further increased by
mTORC1 inhibition and that this is more than an additive effect (Fig. 1a).  Strikingly,
mTORC1 inhibition alone gave a weak increase in FOXO3A activity; this is also
reproducibly observed.  This increase in FOXO3A activity under mTORC1 inhibition
alone is especially interesting because Raptor knockdown consistently
hyperactivates Akt and results in hyperphosphorylation of Thr32 on FOXO3A.  This
hyperphosphorylation would be expected to result in further cytosolic
sequestration of FOXO3A which would prevent FOXO3A from engaging targets in
the nucleus.  One possibility is that mTORC1 may regulate the nuclear import
and/or export of FOXO3A somewhat independently of Akt.  As an additional
means of evaluating FOXO3A transcriptional activity following mTORC1 inhibition
we developed a core gene expression signature for FOXO3A.  This signature was
constructed from the overlap of four mRNA expression datasets where
constitutively active FOXO3A was overexpressed in both primary and cancer cell
backgrounds (Czymai 2010, Gan 2010, Eijkelenboom 2013 & SY5Y unpublished).
This analysis identified 30 genes consistently upregulated by FOXO3A and 5 genes
consistently downregulated and included many well-known target genes such as
Rictor, IGF1R, PIK3CA, HBP1 and MXI1.  K-means clustering of this signature on
Raptor knockdowns profiled in SY5Y and SKNBE(2c) reveals that this signature is
consistently activated – meaning that the FOXO3A upregulated genes are
predominantly upregulated with Raptor knockdown while the FOXO3A
downregulated genes are mainly repressed (Fig. 1b).  In conjunction with the
FireFOX reporter assays this leads us to conclude that FOXO3A transcriptional
activity may be controlled by mTORC1 independently of Akt to a limited extent.
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Figure 1 Inhibition of mTORC1 both independently of and cooperatively with Akt inhibition
potentiates FOXO3A gene regulatory activity. a. A representative FireFOX reporter assay of
SKNBE(2c) cells with IPTG-inducible Raptor knockdown alone or combined with Akt inhibition.
Error bars are SD. b. K-means clustering of a core FOXO3A gene expression signature within gene
expression profiles of IPTG-inducible Raptor knockdown in both SY5Y and SKNBE(2c). * indicates
genes that are downregulated by overexpression of constitutively active FOXO3A.

To re-evaluate the involvement of FOXO3A downstream of Akt/mTORC1-
mediated apoptosis in SKNBE(2c) we performed a FOXO3A shRNA rescue
experiment following treatment with the dual PI3K/mTOR inhibitor GSK2126458
(Fig. 2a).  As in Chapter 3 with the dual inhibitor PI-103 FOXO3A knockdown could
significantly suppress the apoptotic response.  We next constructed an SKNBE(2c)
line containing a DOX-inducible overexpression construct of wild-type FOXO3A
and the IPTG-inducible shRaptor construct.  Alone or combined knockdown of
Raptor and/or overexpression of FOXO3A triggered no apoptosis (Fig. 2b).
However, apoptosis was observed under both Akt (MK-2206) and PI3K inhibition
(GDC-0941).

a b
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Figure 2 FOXO3A drives apoptosis under conditions of combined PI3K/Akt and mTORC1 inhibition.
a. Time course FACS analysis of sub-G1 fractions of SKNBE(2c) cells containing an IPTG-inducible
shRNA against FOXO3A treated with 500 nM GSK212.  Error bars are SD. b. FACS analysis of sub-
G1 fractions of SKNBE(2c) cells containing a DOX-inducible overexpression construct of wild-type
FOXO3A and an IPTG-inducible shRNA against Raptor treated MK-2206 (Akt) or GDC-0941 (PI3K)
inhibitor and harvested at 72 hours.

Furthermore, the combined knockdown of Raptor and overexpression of FOXO3A
gave the highest levels of apoptosis under each drug treatment.  It is also apparent
that PI3K inhibition potentiates the FOXO3A/mTORC1-mediated apoptosis more
efficiently than Akt inhibition.  This observation most likely reflects the fact that
our shRaptor construct gives a somewhat incomplete inhibition of mTORC1
signaling.  Given our description of PI3K having more control over mTORC1 than
Akt in Chapter 4 it may be that combined Raptor knockdown and GDC-0941
treatment is resulting in maximal mTORC1 inhibition and hence maximal FOXO3A-
potentiated apoptosis.  From this experiment it is clear that mTORC1 inhibition
alone is not sufficient to potentiate FOXO3A-induced apoptosis in SKNBE(2c) cells
while Akt inhibition is.  However, we cannot rule out that mTORC1 inhibition
wasn’t required since Akt does exert at least some control over mTORC1 (see
Chapter 4).  From these experiments we conclude that FOXO3A-induced apoptosis
requires Akt inhibition but can be greatly potentiated by mTORC1 inhibition.
These findings coincide with our FireFOX reporter assay results showing that
FOXO3A is maximally active when both Akt and mTORC1 are inhibited, weakly

a b
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activated when mTORC1 alone is inhibited and mildly activated when Akt alone is
inhibited.

FOXO3A is a driver of apoptosis in neuroblastoma.  Based on the very high FOXO3A
expression levels alone in neuroblastoma, this seems paradoxical.  In light of the
role played by Akt and mTORC1 in neuroblastoma, it becomes understandable.
From our analysis of PI3K/mTOR-regulated genesets it is evident that increased
Akt and mTORC1 activity is a hallmark of aggressive neuroblastoma.  This
increased activity directly translates into inhibition of FOXO3A apoptotic
functions; effectively overcoming its high expression level.  This apoptotic block
may in-part afford high-stage tumors aggressive characteristics such as therapy
resistance and increased metastatic potential.  This assertion is further supported
by the finding that gene expression signatures defining FOXO3A transcriptional
activity are prognostic within high-stage disease as well as across all stages (Fig. 3
& Chapter 3).  This demonstrates that even on the margins increased suppression
of FOXO3A correlates with a progressively worse outcome which is most likely
driven by quantitative increases in metastatic nodes and ever-shorter timelines to
therapy resistance.

Figure 3 Kaplan-Meier survival curves generated by k-means clustering of the FOXO3A gene
expression signature in the NBSEQ498 dataset (above).  K-means clustering (below).  Three anti-
correlating genes at bottom are all genes repressed by FOXO3A activation (HK2, UBE2T and
CDCA7).
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Is mTORC1 upstream of FOXO3A?  While our work in Chapter 4 and the results
presented here cannot exclude that mTORC1 may be acting downstream of
FOXO3A to attenuate apoptosis, gene expression data and reporter assays argue
that mTORC1 can suppress FOXO3A transcriptional activity even in the absence of
Akt.  When these findings are matched to our findings regarding PI3K/mTORC1
decoupling as described in Chapter 4 we arrive at the extended model in Figure 4.
Recent work in c. elegans suggests that mTORC1 may indeed suppress Daf-
16/FOXO3A gene regulatory activity independently of Akt – strongly suggesting
this interaction may be as evolutionarily-conserved as that between Akt and
FOXO3A (Robida-Stubbs 2012).  If this proves to be a robust relationship then the
implications are indeed far-reaching.

Figure 4 Model describing known and potentially novel relationships between PI3K, Akt, mTORC1
and FOXO3A.  Solid lines indicate known relationships while dashed lines indicate putatively new
ones.
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Practical Applications
A robust understanding of the biology of FOXO3A in neuroblastoma may yield
translational opportunities.  FOXO3A expression levels (mRNA and/or protein)
may serve as a biomarker for patient prognosis in neuroblastoma.  However,
measuring actual FOXO3A transcriptional activity and/or assessing its
phosphorylation or subcellular localization may be even more useful as this could
work even within high-stage disease.  Most likely, FOXO3A status would then be
useful as a biomarker predictive of dual PI3K/mTOR inhibitor therapeutic response
and even a target that could be monitored during treatment for compound
efficacy.  Recently, Genentech received a patent for exactly this purpose that
spanned a range of cancers (USPTO #20130059859).  This strongly indicates that
our findings in neuroblastoma readily extend to many other cancers.  Particularly
in neuroblastoma, dual PI3K/mTOR inhibitors may have a wider therapeutic
window due to the high FOXO3A levels; this may allow for treatment response at
doses that are non-toxic to other organ systems and tissues.  One potential
implementation would be to develop an mRNA profiling chip of reliable FOXO3A
target genes to use as a readout of FOXO3A activity for the purposes stated above.

It may also be a goal to further enhance FOXO3A-driven apoptosis by identifying
and targeting additional obstructions on the FOXO3A pro-apoptotic road.  The
BCL2 inhibitor ABT-263 exhibits efficacy against neuroblastoma cell lines and
xenografts (Lamers 2012).  It has also been found that the dual PI3K/mTOR
inhibitor PI-103 alters the ratio of anti- and pro-apoptotic BCL2 molecules in
neuroblastoma cells to favor apoptosis (Bender 2011).  Preliminary data indicates
that dual PI3K/mTOR inhibitor / FOXO3A-driven apoptosis is largely BCL2-
dependent (unpublished).  This paves the way for the testing of next generation,
clinically-viable BCL2 inhibitors in combination with molecules like the clinically-
available dual PI3K/mTOR inhibitor GSK2126458.

Open Questions
One of the most pressing questions raised by our study of the PI3K/mTOR pathway
in neuroblastoma is also the simplest: what are the mechanisms that maintain
pathway activity in neuroblastoma cell lines and tumors?  From our exhaustive
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complete genome sequencing efforts we have failed to identify any instances of
PTEN loss or activating mutations in PIK3CA; two of the most common pathway
activators in other cancers (Hollander 2011, Hafsi 2012 & Molenaar 2012).  A
partial explanation for the seemingly general phenomena of PI3K/mTOR activation
in neuroblastoma is the occurrence of ALK receptor mutations (7 – 10% of tumors).
These mutations have been found to reliably stimulate Akt activity (Berry 2012 &
unpublished data).  ALK is not the first reported receptor to activate PI3K signaling
in neuroblastoma.  The ALK receptor is very similar to the IGF-1R and insulin
receptors (for review see Ogawa 2011).  In other studies, compounds and
antibodies that specifically inhibited the IGF-1R receptor strongly suppressed
PI3K/Akt signaling and showed excellent efficacy in a subset of neuroblastoma cell
lines and xenografts (Tanno 2006 & Wojtalla 2012).  This indicates that
neuroblastoma cells may maintain autocrine IGF signaling to enforce PI3K pathway
activity.  In vivo, autocrine signaling may not be essential because during normal
childhood development at the age of about 12 months circulating IGF-2 levels
begin to increase dramatically and remain high throughout life (Yu 1999).
Strikingly, this correlates closely with the mysterious 18 month age cutoff that
dramatically alters patient prognosis.  The BDNF/TrkB pathway is another well-
known oncogenic pathway in neuroblastoma that executes primarily through PI3K
signaling (for review see Thiele 2009).  Surprisingly, the MYCN amplicon has
recently been found to encode a novel protein from the antisense MYCNOS
transcript (Suenaga 2014).  This protein, NCYM, was co-expressed with MYCN in
mice.  Highly penetrant, metastatic tumors formed with this combination.  These
tumors exhibited enormously elevated mTORC1 but not mTORC2 pathway
activity.  This finding demonstrated that the MYCN amplicon is intrinsically
activating of mTORC1 as well as amplifying the MYCN oncogene.  Taken together
with the effects of the mutant ALK receptor on PI3K/Akt pathway activity a model
arises where the MYCN amplicon enforces mTORC1 activity while hyperactive
RTKs such as ALK, IGF-1R and/or TrkB enforce Akt activity.  This combination may
be a driving force behind the worst neuroblastoma tumors.

Since mTOR signaling seems to be such a strong determinant of how
neuroblastoma cells response to PI3K/Akt inhibition it will be of great interest to
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elaborate its exact modes of action.  We do not yet know if the effect of mTORC1
on FOXO3A function is direct or not.  Whether it is post-translational
modifications, interaction with other mTORC1-regulated players and/or
regulation of FOXO3A protein stability is yet to be determined.  Another enigma is
the exact role (if any) of mTORC2 in neuroblastoma.  Our knockdowns of the
essential mTORC2 component Rictor produced no clear phenotypes on their own.
However, we did have some indication that Rictor knockdown could partially
rescue apoptosis induced by PI3K/Akt inhibition and attenuate FOXO3A
transcriptional activity (unpublished).  This raises the appealing model that
mTORC2 actually opposes mTORC1 in regards to FOXO3A function and cell
survival; meaning that outside of Akt activation mTORC2 may actually potentiate
FOXO3A function.  Indeed, more work will be needed to evaluate this potential
relationship.

Another important question is again one of the most obvious: why are high
FOXO3A levels maintained in neuroblastoma?  Why wouldn’t FOXO3A be targeted
for removal by chromosomal deletions?  One potential answer may be that
heightened PI3K/mTOR signaling is easily achieved by neuroblastomas in a myriad
of different ways; removing the selective pressure for FOXO3A deletion.  An
alternative hypothesis is that FOXO3A is required for neuroblastoma cell survival
and/or proliferation.  This might be due to a requirement for FOXO3A in the
maintenance of basic metabolic processes or cell cycle progression.  Recently, such
roles have been reported for FOXOs (van der Vos 2012, Yeo 2013, Charitou 2015).
This also leads to related questions about other pathways beyond PI3K/mTOR
acting in neuroblastoma that may restrict or promote subsets of FOXO3A
functions.  Direct evidence that FOXO3A is required for neuroblastoma cell survival
was uncovered during shRNA-mediated knockdown experiments.  Clones
containing stable knockdown of FOXO3A were impossible to obtain despite
numerous attempts with multiple shRNAs in multiple cell lines (unpublished).  It
remains elusive what functions of FOXO3A were required for cell survival.  It would
be interesting to attempt rescue of FOXO3A shRNAs by overexpression of other
FOXOs and/or FOXO3A mutant clones (constitutively nuclear, DNA binding null,
etc.) to gain further insight.
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Insulin Signaling & FOXO3A2 In Human Longevity

Fundamental Insights
In Chapter 5 we detail the discovery of FOXO3A2 which is a novel isoform encoded
by the FOXO3A locus.  The domain structure and highly-restricted expression
pattern of FOXO3A2 suggests it most likely performs markedly different functions
that are non-redundant with the canonical FOXOs.  FOXO3A2 only contains half of
the canonical forkhead domain, making it unlikely that it has any intrinsic DNA
binding specificity.  However, it does retain the entire FOXO3A transactivation
domain along with nuclear import and export signals.  This raises the possibility
that FOXO3A2 could function as a nuclear cofactor by interacting with other DNA-
binding proteins.  Its very tight translational and post-translational regulation
renders FOXO3A2 a de facto low-abundance molecule.  This presents serious
technical challenges in studying even overexpression constructs.  Nevertheless,
we were able to determine that FOXO3A2 can be regulated by PI3K signaling in
much the same way as FOXO3A with regard to its cytosolic/nuclear localization
pattern.

The regulation of FOXO3A2 by PI3K signaling ties it fundamentally to insulin
signaling.  This is where the meaning of the rs9400239 longevity SNP contained
with the FOXO3A2 5pUTR reveals itself.  From our rigorous comparison of the two
different full-length clones of FOXO3A2 it became apparent that the non-longevity
C-allele was capable of glycolytic repression in myotubes while the longevity-
associated T-allele was not.  Excitingly, this suggests the first direct function for a
key FOXO3A longevity SNP.  The consequences of this new biology were
detectable in a cohort of Danish twins who underwent a detailed metabolic
assessment (Banasik 2011).  In this cohort we found that the T-allele was positively
associated with increased peripheral glucose clearance.  Peripheral glucose
clearance is largely a function of skeletal muscle and is the primary means by which
circulating glucose levels are regulated in humans (Shulman 1990).  Thus, both the
FOXO3A2 expression pattern and effect on glucose metabolism in vitro are
consistent with the in vivo findings.  This strongly argues that enhanced insulin
sensitivity is beneficial and may be a causative factor in extending human lifespan.
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Furthermore, this finding implicates skeletal muscle as a generally important
tissue in the regulation of human longevity.

Open Questions
The discovery of FOXO3A2 has raised a myriad of questions that will probably not
be satisfactorily answered for many years to come.  One of the earliest
observations was that FOXO3A2 is probably not conserved in mice and may only
exist in higher mammals and primates (unpublished).  This was evident from
alignment of the first exon of FOXO3A2 with mouse and rat genomes as well as
PCR in mouse material.  Here, the important role of FOXO3A2 in muscle-mediated
glucose metabolism may provide a clue.  In mice, hepatic glucose clearance is
much more important for the maintenance of whole-body glucose homeostasis
than it is in humans where skeletal muscle is most important (for review see
Bunner 2014).  Perhaps as mammals became increasingly complex and glucose
clearance by skeletal muscle became more important to whole-body glucose
homeostasis additional molecular machinery evolved to regulate this process.  It
would be interesting to determine which of the earliest mammals began to
express FOXO3A2 and if this skeletal muscle specificity was maintained.

Another interesting question will be if FOXO3A2 is a modulating factor in diabetes.
It will be exciting to find out if FOXO3A2 expression and/or genotype is associated
with predisposition to diabetes (Type I or II), time of onset, disease severity and
other key parameters.  If so, further study of FOXO3A2 may lead to additional
mechanisms governing whole-body glucose homeostasis in humans and
eventually new roads to therapeutic intervention.

What else does FOXO3A2 do, how exactly does it do it and who are its partners?
Since FOXO3A2 may actually regulate human lifespan answering these questions
could be invaluable.  A number of approaches could be taken such as proteomics
to identify its interacting partners, microarray profiling to gauge its effects on gene
expression and metabolomic profiling to identify any other metabolic pathways it
may impact.  Such unbiased approaches will hopefully clarify its functional
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repertoire and offer a fresh perspective on what may be important to human
longevity.

Mechanistically, it is of course very important to elucidate how exactly the
rs9400239 polymorphism alters FOXO3A2 function.  Here, we have been exploring
many possibilities which include alterations of RNA secondary structure as well as
the production of non-conventional protein products.  Although we have yet to
answer this question we do have many enticing leads.

Finally, does the existence of FOXO3A2 help to resolve the insulin signaling
paradox?  The insulin signaling paradox refers to an ongoing debate in the
longevity field that attempts to reconcile seemingly contradictory findings
revolving around changes in insulin sensitivity and its relationship to lifespan (for
review see Barzilai 2012).  Basically, manipulations that reduce and/or eliminate
insulin sensitivity in c. elegans, drosophila and some mouse models increase
lifespan while other manipulations such as growth hormone and IGF receptor
knockouts that cause increased insulin sensitivity extend lifespan.  Here, it is also
notable that one of the most widely-applicable methods of longevity extension,
caloric restriction (CR), is always associated with increased insulin sensitivity and
that this is even the case in monkeys (Wang 2009 & Colman 2014).  One previously-
proposed hypothesis that attempts to resolve these contradictions is that there
are tissue-specific effects of changes in insulin signaling that ultimately impact on
lifespan.  In this paradigm FOXO3A2 may explain a lot.  The SNP-dependent
differences in FOXO3A2 functionality argues that increased insulin signaling in
skeletal muscle is specifically beneficial for longevity in humans.  This is perfectly
compatible with a model that increased insulin signaling in the brain or adipose
tissue is detrimental to longevity (Bluher 2002, Bluher 2003 & Taguchi 2007).
Ultimately, these conflicting data may also be the result of extreme physiological
differences between organisms in how glucose is processed and the importance
of this throughout the lifespan of the particular organism.  It will be of great
interest to see how this debate evolves and if FOXO3A2 may shape it.
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